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The UDSteady flow of viscous laminar incompressible fluid ha, been di!IC ... ed for tbe •• 10. 
city and temperature distributions and expressiu~a fot the Bo."incsq coellleiotlt, k and k' 
have beeD calculated. It hal boen shown that for steady Bow ,the well known result 
k' ~ 2 i can b. calculated f,om tbe present expre"ions. The axial pressure gradient and 
tb. extdrDal tate of boal addition are taI<on as liaea~ lunc:tiool of lime. 
1. V BLOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
The equation of motion is well known 
au _ _ .! ~1' +. ( ~ + 1 11! ) 
at p a. ar' r or 
where the symbools have their usual meanings. 
Assuming 
- 1..- ~ = fIt) the solution of (I) may be assumed p O. 
u (r,t) = u,,(r) 1(1) + u.(,) /'(1) 
where a dash denotes differentiation with respect to t. 
The boundary conditions are 
t > 0, U = 0 On r = a 
! > 0, u = finite at' = 0 
where a is the radius of the tub •. 
Substituting (2) into (I), we have 
t[ 1 +.( uo' + ~'-)J +f' [ -u,,+.( ~.+ u;,)] 
•• (1) 
...(2) 
... (3) 
- uJ' =0 ... (4) 
Thus for all values of t, we get one of the relations as 
~ = constant = A (say) 
or I=At+B 
where A and B aTe certain constants. 
A'PPlying initial condition, we have 
I (0) *" B ... a constant. 
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The expressions for No and u,. are obtained from (4) bv equating 
the coefficients of J(t) and /,(t) to zero and solving it. 
Thus 
N, = _~ (0,1 - r') 4. 
u'r' 1 N, = 16v' - 64v' (r' + 3a') ... (7) 
u (r,/) = J.... (u' - r')(A! + B) +A [a.r', + 6--412 (T' + 30,1) ] ... (8)\ 4. 16. v i 
\ 
DISCUSSION 
The discharge of flux per second is 
. 
q =f277 Nrdr = ~(At + B)a' _ llAa' 
• 8. 48.' 
The axial velocity is 
a' 3Aa' 
U, = T. (AI + B)- 64.' 
The maximum velocity, a is at r .. 0, provided that 
·1 (At + B) > a' 
... (9) 
.. (10) 
_(11) 
The expression for maximum velocity is same as U,. Thus using 
the cross-section of tube, A, = na2, we may deduce the coefficients k 
and k' as introduced by Bousslnesq. 
These are connected by 
q = UA, = kKA.·, a = k' K A, 
where U = average velocity, K = pressure gradient term -..!. aaP ,. . 
and for the present problem, we have K = J(/)/II. 
Thus we have in WlSteady flow, 
o,'A 
11 = 0.03979 - 4B7T. (AI + B) 
... (12) 
.. (13) 
k' 3a'A 
=0.07958 - 6477. (AI + B) ... (14) 
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Hence, the well known result for steady flow 
a k' 
Tr="I =2 
is obtained from (13) and (14) bv putting A = O. 
2. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 
The energy equation (Pai 1956) is 
p a, ~~ = i)~ +k ( ~ + + ~~) H 
Where the value of dissipation term, ." in this case is 
." = Ii (~)' =Ii{ r~~~+ r'[ ~ (At+B)-~~:: ] 
+ " [(At + .l!l'_ + ~y _ a'A (At +!llJ} 4.' 64,' 8,' 
and ~~ is the rate of external heat addition. 
If we put 
o A 'Ii' (li'A A',..'a' 
o = 256," +, t) = 16v' (At + B) - '64>'-
.", (t) = Ii' (At + Bl' + A2i,:~ _ a',..'A (At + B) 
4,' 64.' 8,' 
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_ (15) 
... (16) 
". (17) 
the equation (16) without external rate of heat addition can be written 
~ = k' (~J' + 1-}!) + [CorO - .", (t)1" + +, (t)r'l ... (18) ot or' r or 
where 
k'=~'Ii'=L. pc, pc, 
To solve equation (18), we assume 
T(r, t) = ... .", (t) + ,.+, (t) + ,'+, (/) -1- .". (I) .. (\9) 
Substituting (19) into (18) and equating the coefficienrs of various powers of 
r and constant term to ~ero, we have the following simple differential 
equation8 
.p,' - o. = 0 I 
~,' - 36k'",. - +1 = 0 
~.' - 16k'~. - +, = 0 
~.' - 4k'+, '" 0 
lIIitially , .. 0 and T = 0 for all values of r. 
.. (20) 
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Thus 
... (21) 
Solving the equations of llet (20) with boundary conditions of (21). we 
have 
... (ZZa) 
.. (22~) 
\ 
... (2Ie) 
Thus the temperature distribution comes out to be In the form of 
7'(",) = "'(a,l) + "(a,,1 + a.t) + "(II,t' + a,,1 + Clot) 
+ (0", + a,I' + a,l') .. (23) 
where a, = 1, 2 . 9 are certain constants and are known from equa-
tions (22). 
However, if the dissipation term is neglected as a small quantity, 
the energy equation is reduced to the form of equation of motion (Lahiri 
1965) and can be euily solved. If the rate of external heat addition be 
taken in the form 
J.. 1-<1 = fl(/), say p., 81 ... (24) 
the fourth equation of the set (20) with the form of T(.,I) liveD by 
(19) is replaced by 
... (25) 
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solution of which is 
MI) = 0,1' + Gal' + (a.+-':I21.. ) I" ... (26) 
It Is easily seen that the axial temperature is given by ~,(I). 
Further, if in equation (21 I, we assume the initial boundary condition 
as I = 0, l' ~ I. ('), we may write from (19) 
1'(0,0) = ~.(O) 
T(a,O) = /J'~l(O) + a·~.(Ol+(/JI~(Ol+T(O,O) 
",. at "I 
l' (a/Z, 0) = 64 ~.(O) + 16 ~(O) + 4" ~.(O) + T(O,C!) .(27) 
/J' at u" l' (a/3, 0) = 729 ~,(O) + 8i ~, (OJ + '9 ~,(O) + 1'(0,0) 
where l' (0,0) = initial axial temperature, l' (a, 0) = initial boundry 
temperature, l' (a/2, 0) = initial temperature at r =a/2, l' (a/3, 0) = initial 
temperature at' = a/3. 
Solving the equation of set (27), we have for ~I (0) U 
~(O) = ~. [ 367' (0,0)- t T(a,O) - ~T (1- ' 0) ] M.(Z8) 
and simUarly ~I (0), ~(O) may easily be calculated. 
Using ~(C!) in (21) and (22 a), we have 
~(I) = t;:~ + l. [ 361' (O,O) - {- T(G,O) - ~ l' ( f'O )] ... (29) 
and thua from (20), we see that the calculations of ,,' ~., " become 
more complicated. To avoid it, we have assumed the boundary conditions 
of(Zl). 
Jf we assume in (19) that 
1'(',1) = To(') ;'(1) + 1'1(') ~(,)+ T.(,)MI) ... (30) 
then substituting in (18) and solving the equations obtained by equating 
to zero the coeBicients of "", "" (J.,'. we have 
1'.(,) = To (a) + 3~' (0.1 -,.) 
T. (r) = T. (a) + l!k' (a' - " ) 
T (a) ( ) a'(a'- ,.) l' air) .., T. (a) - -.4' aB _,1 - --w" ... (31) 
+ ~ (:al - "i) 
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where '1'.(a), '1',(a), '1',(a) are the x.lues ofT, ('), '1', (r), '1',(.) at r "': a l... boundary of the pipe. 
From above calculations it is clesr that T (r, I) in both the cases is 
of the form "'1(1) + rAf,(I) + ,'f,(I) + f,(I) where Ii i .•• aTe certain functions 
of time. 
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